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Our digital material design approach allows for efficient and cost-effective
development of high-rate compatible anodes.

By creating a digital twin of a graphite anode and performing physical
simulations, we achieved similar effective properties as the scanned electrode.

We further improved transport properties by simulating the structuring of the
electrode through laser pinching, resulting in a significant increase in effective
diffusivity.

These results were confirmed through experimental fabrication of electrodes.

Our approach saves time and resources by efficiently utilizing experimental
capabilities, making it a promising solution for developing high-rate
compatible anodes.
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Laser Pinching of digital
structure by Python script.

L���� P������ D������ T���
Our Python script makes it easy to modify the digital
twin of the graphite anode by simulating a laser pinch
process. This process creates a structured electrode
that can improve transport properties at high charge
rates, as evidenced by a 9% decrease in diffusion
tortuosity.

Our simulations also revealed an increase in effective
diffusivity, indicating a significant performance boost.

We validated the predicted changes in transport
properties resulting from digital material design by
comparing our results with CT-scans of a laser pinched
electrode fabricated by our partners at Aalen University
of Applied Sciences.

The tortuosities in the scans differed by less than 1%
from the digital twin, confirming the accuracy of our
simulations. However, the porosity differed by 18%,
likely due to the simplified simulation of the laser
pinching process, which only created a simple hole in
the structure.

Statistical
digital twin

Statistical
digital twin
laser pinched

Change

Porosity 36.1% 38.4% +6%

Geodesic
Tortuosity 1.12 1.10 -2%

Diffusion
Tortuosity 1.89 1.72 -9%

CT scan of experimentally fabricated
laser pinched graphite electrode.
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Segment of scan with same size as digital twin.

The microstructure of electrodes is key for better batteries. We understood and improved electrode materials in
the structur.e project [1] by creating validated statistical digital twins of graphite anodes and running charging /
de-charging simulations. The work leads to achieving fast-charging, long-lasting, sustainable, and cost-effective
batteries. All Steps were done with the commercial software GeoDict.

We used digital laser pinching to modify the digital twin of an anode structure and accurately predicted changes
in key parameters. Our project partner then fabricated a laser-pinched electrode to confirm our predictions.

This showcase presents innovative approaches that can help drive the development of fast-charging batteries.
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